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All correspondence should be directed to:
The Secretary Redcliffe TPI Sub Branch
PO Box 288
Redcliffe QLD 4020

General Meetings are held at 0930 on the first Monday of each month at the Redcliffe
Bridge Club Rooms (Old Bowls Club).
BBQ on Friday following the General Meeting at Jamieson Park Scarborough.
All TPI members, prospective members and partners welcome.
DISCLAIMER: The contents of this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Redcliffe
TPI Sub Branch, the Editor, or the TPI Association unless otherwise stated.
Website: http://www.redcliffetpi.com
Secretary: famickk@yahoo.com.au
Editor: tpiredcliffe@gmail.com
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Sore Back? Get Relief Now
Gold Card holders pay no charge for Physio appointments

Do you want a Physio who understands you?
Our Physios have 50+ years of
experience helping Veterans
just like you
One on One appointments in
private air conditioned rooms.
Full privacy with no curtains

Get relief with hands on Physio
No hotpacks or tingling machines

For an appointment please call us on 38801649
Dr’s referral required
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TPI REDCLIFFE
Dates to Remember
First Monday of the month – General Meeting
Friday following monthly meeting, free BBQ
Note: The following are indicative events for the months shown. There may be
some changes. TBA - dates will be confirmed, as we get closer to each event.
June
TBA Barefoot Bowls - Narangba Bowling Club
3 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
5 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
7 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
12 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
19 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
26 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
July
TBA Bunnings BBQ
1 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
3 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
5 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
10 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
17 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
20 Xmas in July - Dolphins Leagues Club - $20/Head
24 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
31 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
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COLUMBOOLA COUNTRY
Recommendation by John Dalton
This bush camp is located 15 kms off the Warrego
highway between Chinchilla and Miles. It is run by a vet
friendly bloke Colin and his wife Vanessa, with an
Afghanistan vet as caretaker.
Getting there from Chinchilla, you just continue past the
second railway crossing then take a righty at the Sign for
Columboola Country.
Veterans are very welcome and the best way to describe the aura of the place is “AAH THE
SERENITY”.
The only sounds you hear are the bush birds, a black faced sheep who follows the dogs
around and a rooster who doesn’t own a watch.
There are plenty of fire pits around the sites and some of which have power and water.
Some just power. There are also 4 cabins, and a function hall.
Animals are welcome, even your horse, and you can whittle away the day yabbying or if you
wish, bush walking, or do a bit or off-road driving around the 256 hectare property.
It’s only a short run into Miles for
shopping and essentials like drinks
etc, and a very interesting
Historical Village well worth
checking out.
The tariff is very manageable at
$20 per night with the every 3rd
night free, i.e.1 week will cost
$100 for a powered site.
I would recommend this camp to
all vets who like just getting away
for some peace a quiet and a great
place to chill out for a rest.

1 x TPI Jacket
1 x TPI Shirt (White)
1 x TPI Shirt (Red)
$50 for the lot, see Marty Foster.
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New Vehicle Sales I Pre-Owned Vehicle Sales I Service I Parts

07 3384 5700
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1.

What does the medical term
Bromodosis mean?
2. Which bank of Paris is the Louvre, left
or right?
3. What is the name for a baby Seal?
4. What chemical give plants the colour
green?
5. The new movie “Rocket Man” is about which celebrity?
6. Archie Harrison is now what number in line for the throne of England?
7. What is in the English dish “Toad in the Hole”?
8. What did the crocodile swallow in Peter Pan?
9. Which mammal can’t jump? And it is not me.
10. What was the jobs of the seven dwarves?
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Our meeting on Monday 6 May was another short meeting and again there were some
items that warrant general mention, besides our social calendar that is. By the way,
Peter took a couple of photos at the meeting.

As you can see, the front
desk is action stations.
Anyway, Mick is busy
Secretary(ing), Paddy is
busy Treasurer(ing) and I
am not busy at anything
really.

At the meeting, Peter and Mick highlighted that they have received
one of the new Gold Cards (to me it looks more yellow than gold).
Mick also told his story that, having lost his gold card, he phoned
DVA - they responded very quickly. DVA sent him a new card
(arrived within a week) and immediately sent him an email with a letter attached stating
his entitlement to a Gold Card until the new card arrived. Well done, DVA.
So, the message is – if you lose your Gold Card, get onto DVA immediately to receive
a covering letter until your new card arrives. Also, I would think this response from
DVA would also apply for white card holders.
There were a couple of important stories about medicines that were
prescribed for two of our members.
The first was Darryl who related his experience about using a new (to
him) medicine. Luckily, Darryl lives near Redcliffe hospital and was
treated in time. He spent four days in ICU with some very serious effects.
I have been told that others are taking this medicine with no side effects.
The second was Bruce whose GP has now taken Bruce off one of his medicines due
to safety concerns.
I won’t list the medicines here and risk being sued by any pharmaceutical companies;
however, if you talk to Darryl and Bruce, I am sure they will fill you in.
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In any case, better to be safe than sorry. The best course of action for all of us is to
consult with our GP about our medicine regimen, including any recent news about
possible side effects or impact in relation to other medicines we are taking.
Our BBQ on Friday 10 May was a cheerful little gathering, and it
turned out that Huey once again looked favourably upon us. We did
indeed manage a magnificent morning.
Just a couple of photos from that day. The usual one of our chefs,
ably assisted by a syndicate of supportive spectators providing all
kinds of culinary counsel. Thanks fellas.

And I have one more photo for you from the
BBQ that day. You have probably seen a
black Labrador at our meetings and BBQs,
growing up from a pup into an adult dog.
Due to the fabulous care and attention
lavished on that gorgeous dog by one of our
Redcliffe TPI Family, the dog has found a
home where he will be loved and appreciated
by a very special person.
You can expect to see another young
Labrador pup grow up into from a pup, and I
am sure this one will be another success story
for one of our proud members. Well done
mate!!
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TPI Ted attended our ANZAC Day
event at Redcliffe, and I omitted to
include this in my last report, so
here he is joining in with a few of us
courtesy of young Mr Burnside.

Our May social event was a bus trip to enjoy the Goomeri
Pumpkin Festival, and TPI Ted came along for the ride. During
brunch on the way up Ted teamed up with Paddy to pose with
Matilda, whom most of us hadn’t seen since the early eighties.
She hasn’t changed noticeably from what I remember.

As you can see it was a beautiful day out. And for those who used to be Mexicans, it
is pronounced “goo-merry”. By the way, having grown up in Goomeri the trip was a
bit of a nostalgic homecoming for at least one of our TPI Family; however, it may not
have felt quite right with all the people there.
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A few of us ended up in the Goomeri RSL where we had a nice cuppa, some
sandwiches made with pumpkin bread, and pumpkin scones of course (with butter and
strawberry jam).
It was a very delicious repast, served by a couple of very lovely and friendly RSL
ladies. One even asked us which retirement home we were from. I know we are all
aging, but now we know how much it is showing. But, as I said, they are truly lovely
and friendly people.
Goomeri is a rural town in the Gympie region located on the intersection of the Burnett,
Bunya and Wide Bay Highways 60 km west of Gympie. It is thought the name derives
from an Aboriginal word describing a fighting shield.
In the 2016 Census, there were 664 people in Goomeri and Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander people made up just under 10% of the population. The most common
ancestries in Goomeri were Australian 34%, English 30%, Irish 7%, German 7% and
Scottish 6% according to the data from Australian Bureau of Statistics.
I believe there were about 20,000 in Goomeri for the festival, and it showed. Much
like a rural town market with pumpkin the key theme, and people everywhere. The
only thing I could complain about was the lack of seating for older people like us. At
one stage four of us sat on the front steps of the local pub while our better halves went
to collect some tucker. I hasten to add - the doors at those steps were closed.
The only excitement we had while sitting on the steps occurred when a young woman
stopped and said, “I just have to get a photo of this”. The passing parade of
pedestrians stopped whilst she took our photo (twice actually). I have no idea where
that photo will end up!
One of the exhibitions was a fantastic row of old vehicles which took my fancy and
especially a ‘63 Ford Falcon Sprint V8 convertible (very rare). But it was a more
contemporary vehicle that attracted the attention of these three gentlemen (make sure
you read the sign correctly). I think they left the scene with all garments intact.
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On June 21 we are going to try our hand at lawn bowls. Our
Redcliffe TPI Family will be heading to the Narangba Bowls Club for
some barefoot bowls. For a very small fee (to be revealed by Beryl
at our June Meeting) we will be enjoying a fun day with experienced
bowlers joining with novice bowlers in teams.
There will be scoring with prizes to be won. If you are worried about showing your
bare feet, you can wear footwear, but the soles must be completely smooth (joggers
do not qualify because the ripples will mark the greens). There are rails on the rinks
for people who need a bit of assistance, and George Dragon has volunteered to be
our official referee. It is a drive yourself event, and the address is: 225 Mackie Rd,
Narangba. See you there folks!
For our edification, Lawn bowls is a sport in which the objective is
to roll biased balls so that they stop as close as possible to a smaller
ball called a "jack" or "kitty". It is played on a bowling green which
may be flat ("flat-green bowls") or convex or uneven (crown green
bowls). It is normally played outdoors (although there are many
indoor venues) and the outdoor surface is either natural grass, artificial turf.
I will leave explanation of the rules to the various pros among us on the day. In simple
terms, the little white ball is bowled to the other end, and we will be trying to bowl the
big darker balls as close to the little white ball as possible. Note that the big balls may
seem to develop a mind of their own and will often tend to wander off the course you
may have planned.
The history of lawn bowls is quite interesting. It has been traced to the 12th or 13th
century, and the world's oldest surviving bowling green is the Southampton Old
Bowling Green, which was first used in 1299.
The game was initially banned by king and parliament, fearing it might jeopardise the
practice of archery, then so important in battle. Statutes forbidding bowls and other
sports were enacted in the reigns of Edward III, Richard II, and other monarchs.
Subsequent repressive legislation resulted because many “alleys” were connected
with taverns frequented by the dissolute and gamesters. The word "bowls" occurs for
the first time in the statute of 1511 in which Henry VIII confirmed previous enactments
against unlawful games.
By further enactment, artificers, labourers, apprentices, servants and the like were
forbidden to play bowls at any time except Christmas, and then only in their master's
presence. It was further ordered that any one playing bowls outside their own garden
or orchard was liable to a penalty of 6s.8d, while those possessed of lands of the
yearly value of £100 might obtain licences to play on their own private greens.
In 1864 William Wallace Mitchell, a Glasgow Cotton Merchant, published his Manual
of Bowls Playing which became the basis of the rules of the modern game. He was
11 when he played on Kilmarnock Bowling Green, the oldest club in Scotland. Today
the sport is played in over 40 countries and the home of the modern game is still
Scotland with the World Bowls centre in Edinburgh at Caledonia House.
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We have received the following message from our State President (Chris
Richards).
Federal Election: As the election is now over, there is not much to report
other than the fact that TPIs may not have to visit their LMO for referral to
Allied Health after 12 visits.
It would seem that Federation's efforts to have the compensation element of the
special rate increased gained little traction during the campaign (as Qld predicted).
However, it was interesting to hear the DVA Minister express a view that increasing
the minimum 8 hours work limit for TPIs may be worth considering. I think that would
be a good step, especially for younger TPIs, as being productively occupied is
conducive to better health outcomes.
Mid-Year State TPI Journal: If State Office has a record of your email address, the
journal will now be sent electronically to you. Hard copies will only be available for
members for whom State Office does not have an email address. If members are
unsure whether State Office has your current email address, you can check by
contacting Beryl at State Office (07 3040 3330). This initiative will save printing costs
and lead to a more efficient and timely distribution of the journal.
Companion Card: A reminder that the Qld Govt issues a Companion Card for
disabled applicants. The Card has many benefits including free public transport for
the Companion and entry to many facilities. This is the link for the application that
requires endorsement by a doctor:
https://www.qld.gov.au/disability/out-and-about/subsidies-concessionspasses/companion-card/apply-companion-card
SMC Positions. Nominations for key SMC positions, including Assistants, will be soon
called. It would be good to see some new (younger) blood come into managing the
Association as the vast majority of the SMC is of the Vietnam era and it’s getting time
for renewal to ensure our Association remains viable.
TPIs are not a dying breed as many younger veterans, who are not under the VEA,
are still being classified as ‘TPI’ and they need to step up for their own benefit to ensure
their hard-won entitlements are not lost. We all have a role to play to ensure this
younger cohort understands how important proper representation is to their future.
Concession Book: Plans are under way to update the Concession Book and it is just
one of the many things that our Treasurer George ably manages. It is hoped that a
new version will be available in the coming months.
Regards
Chris Richards
State President
Qld TPI Association
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By now everyone will know that the government was
returned at the recent election, and there was a
ministerial reshuffle of sorts.
Luckily, the Veterans Affairs portfolio has remained
with Daren Chester, so there is at least some
continuity in the role. This should suit ESOs that
are lobbying for a range of benefits.
Just to recap, he was born in 1967 and had various
roles before being elected to the House of
Representatives as the member for Gippsland in
2008. He has been a newspaper and television journalist (1986-98), a self-employed
marketing consultant (1998-2002), the Executive Officer, Champions of the Bush
(2002-04) and Chief of Staff, to PJ Ryan, MLA (Vic.) (2004-08).
I know that this next issue concerns some in our Redcliffe TPI
Family, so I will provide a synopsis of what I understand to be
the latest sitrep for you.
Three days after the Ex-Service Organisations Round Table
(ESORT) meeting agreed that the Commonwealth Ombudsman should head an
inquiry into the Defence Force Retirement and Death Benefits (DFRDB), Minister
Chester wrote to the Ombudsman to ask that he consider an investigation into DFRDB.
The Ombudsman has decided to commence an “own motion” investigation into the
administration of the DFRDB scheme with respect to commutation. The scope of
the investigation is limited to the accuracy of the information provided by the scheme
administrators, and relevant departments to DFRDB scheme members in relation to
commutation.
According to various ESOs, the scope of the review is too narrow; that is, being
restricted just to the issue of commutation and not including other matters such as
indexation, but I will leave their rationale for them to explain to their members.
To be honest, I think the question of indexation has wider ramifications than DFRDB;
and includes the indexation of other Commonwealth superannuation schemes as well
as age/service pensions, etc. I suspect that the case for an indexation review remains
a political rather than an administrative issue. But, let’s see what happens.
In the meantime, there is a DFRDB questionnaire that members can complete:
http://www.ombudsman.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0034/99763/DFRDBThe Ombudsman site provides the following additional information:
• Our preferred method of receiving this form is via email to:
• DFRDB.investigation@ombudsman.gov.au.\
• If, due to the size of the documents you wish to provide you are unable to send
them by email, please contact us at DFRDB.investigation@ombudsman.gov.au
• If you require assistance to access and/or complete this form, please contact us
on 1300 362 072.
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If you have time to spare, don’t spend it hanging around the steps of pubs like these
people - I thank the Pirate for this photo taken in Goomeri (recall that I previously
mentioned a passing person also took a photo). I note that he was also there on the
steps with us but cleverly left no evidence of his own presence, not even a selfie. So,
I have included a photo of our Pirate friend at the Goomeri RSL in the presence of TPI
Ted and a little navy (not sure if it is a bear or a rat).

Now if you do have time to spare on 17 June, please remember
that we have a sausage sizzle that day, and that Mick will have
the usual list available for volunteers at our June meeting.
Finally, the clash of a weekend Bunnings Sizzle with our Christmas in July function
has been resolved. We will now have a weekend Bunnings sausage sizzle in
November. All help with our Bunnings sizzles will be greatly appreciated, so come
along and enjoy the fun of searing some supreme sausages and speaking with
supporters of our superbly sizzled snags.
And remember: when nothing is right, go left.
Take care,

Phil
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Trivia Answers
1. Stinky feet
2. Right
3. Pup.
4. Chlorophyll.
5. Elton John.
6. Seventh.
7. Sausages in Yorkshire pudding.
8. Alarm Clock.
9. Elephant.
10. Miners.
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Dietitian & Exercise Physiologist
Are you looking for expert advice on how to improve your health and wellbeing?
Ambition Health was founded by Mitch Peterman – an experienced and dedicated Dietitian and
Exercise Physiologist. Mitch is passionate about empowering people to achieve better health through
good nutrition and safe physical activity. Mitch prides himself on providing a tailored plan to each
individual based on their unique situation and circumstances.
Entitled Department of Veteran’s Affairs (DVA) clients may be referred for clinically relevant Dietitian
and/or Exercise Physiology treatment by their GP on a valid D904 referral form.
Locations:
328 Oxley Ave, Margate (next to the Golden Ox)

11/328 Gympie Rd, Strathpine

Call Mitch today on 0413 745 812 or visit www.ambitionhealth.com.au
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